ABOUT THIS SESSION

Geneva is a global hub for international environmental governance where numerous intergovernmental organizations, permanent governmental missions, NGOs, platforms, academic institutions and other stakeholders contributing to the global environmental agenda are based. Geneva is, therefore, an ideal location to reinforce and develop synergies among these actors. This session, convened by the Geneva Environment Network, aims to introduce new stakeholders to international Geneva, its environmental community, major events and negotiations taking place in the region.

SPEAKERS

- H.E. Amb. Salman BAL | Director, Centre d’Accueil de la Genève internationale
- Bruno POZZI | Director, Europe Office, UN Environment Programme
- Rolph PAYET | Executive Secretary, Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions | The Chemicals and Pollution Agenda
- Oksana TARASOVA | Head, Atmospheric Environment Research Division, World Meteorological Organization | The Climate Agenda
- David JENSEN | Head of policy and innovation, Environment Crisis Management Branch, UN Environment Programme | The Digital Cooperation Agenda
- Dina IONESCO | Head of Migration, Environment and Climate Change Division, International Organization for Migration | The Eco-Humanitarian Agenda
- Benjamin SIMMONS | Head, Green Growth Knowledge Partnership | The Green Economy Agenda
- Yves LADOR | Geneva representative, Earthjustice | The Human Rights and Environment Agenda
- Sonia PENA MORENO | Coordinator, Global Biodiversity Policy and Governance, IUCN | The Nature Agenda
- Marco KEINER | Director, Environment Division, UN Economic Commission for Europe

REGISTRATION

A maximum of 20 participants can be accommodated at the International Environment House with prior registration. This event will also be broadcasted live on Facebook and Webex.

Webex registration | http://tiny.cc/GENSep2020webex
Environment House registration | http://tiny.cc/GENSep2020

www.genevaenvironmentnetwork.org